Ergonomics
8000 series pallet trucks

With higher demands for increased productivity and operator retention, and labor making up 72%* of the
cost of owning a lift truck, warehouse managers need a solution to use their workforce more efficiently. That’s
why the Raymond ® 8000 Series pallet trucks feature an intuitive handle and controls, engineered to provide
enhanced control, comfort and productivity. With smarter ergonomics, Raymond designs include logical,
conveniently located controls with discrete functionality—known as tactile awareness, enhanced by intuitive
mapping (TAIM). The 8000 Series pallet trucks feature roomy, operator-friendly compartments including the
lowest possible step height, cushioned floors, multiple lean points and padding, allowing the operator to
adjust stance throughout the shift for increased comfort and productivity.

Ergonomics 8000 series
Better ergonomics start with larger operator platforms and compartments and contoured padding for added comfort.
Operators can count on low step heights to reduce fatigue from frequently stepping on and off the truck to pick.
PowerSteer reduces steer effort up to 90%, helping operators move more product, and move it faster.
Ergonomically designed handles allow the operator’s hand to be at a neutral, natural position. Handle controls are easy
to reach and simple to operate, and throttle controls allow for comfortable adjustment of speed and acceleration. A new,
larger storage tote and accessory bar put the operators’ tools at their fingertips for increased productivity.

The roomy platform and low step height reduce
operator fatigue.

Roomy compartments include a curved back pad,
knee pad, convenient lean points and operatorfriendly rear controls, to ensure operator comfort
throughout the shift.
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The ergonomically designed handle features
intuitive controls and allows for a neutral, natural
hand position and convenient operation.

